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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Driven by the needs to address problems with our rapidly aging civil infrastructure, structural 
health monitoring (SHM) has arisen as an important tool to improve maintenance and operation.  
Introduced as a promising alternative to the traditional wired sensors, wireless smart sensors 
offer unique features (low cost, wireless communication, onboard computation, and small size) 
that enable deployment of dense array of sensors essential for assessing structural damage.  The 
centralized data collection approach, which the wired sensor system commonly employs, is not 
suitable to wireless smart sensor networks (WSSNs) due to limitations in the wireless 
communication; decentralized data aggregation and processing is required in the WSSNs.  
Rather than collecting uncondensed raw sensor data at a centralized location, in-network data 
processing, made possible by the onboard computational capability of smart sensors, is utilized 
to condense the raw data and extract meaningful information.  By transferring only the 
condensed data to the centralized location, data communication over the wireless links can be 
greatly reduced.  Decentralized data aggregation approaches can be placed in two broad 
categories: (a) independent processing (each node processes sensor data independently), and (b) 
coordinated processing (sensor nodes collaborate to process sensor data by sharing information).  
This report outlines the implementation of both decentralized data aggregation approaches for 
the WSSNs employing MEMSIC’s Imote2 smart sensor platform (http://www.memsic.com).  
Design considerations for developing WSSN applications are described herein, including 
network-wide flow and timing, fault-tolerant feature, and network topology to account for the 
decentralized data aggregation.  WSSN applications introduced in this report can be downloaded 
at the Illinois SHM Project website (http://shm.cs.uiuc.edu).  
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Chapter 1  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Civil infrastructure collectively refers to structural systems such as bridges, roads, railways, and 
power plants that are required for our society to function effectively.  Modern industrialized 
nations rely highly on the civil infrastructural systems, and invest a huge amount of resources to 
construct and maintain them.  During the last century, a thriving economy and technological 
advances have allowed an unprecedented amount of civil infrastructure to be built.  To date, 
more focus has been placed on construction of new structures, rather than the subsequent 
maintenance; as a result, much of our civil infrastructure is rapidly aging.  Indeed, over 25% of 
the bridges in the United States were rated as structurally deficient and functionally obsolete by 
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in 2008.  Unless appropriately handled, aging and 
deteriorating infrastructural systems can pose a significant problem, threatening economic 
prosperity and public safety.  Thus, monitoring the state of a structure to ensure timely 
maintenance is critically important to preventing catastrophic disasters such as the I-35 bridge 
collapse in Minneapolis, MN in 2007.  In addition to long-term monitoring, prompt structural 
damage assessment and emergency evacuation plans after disasters caused by earthquakes, 
hurricanes, and tornadoes are vital to improve public safety.  All these issues regarding civil 
infrastructure are addressed in Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). 
Data acquisition, one of the fundamental parts in SHM systems, is traditionally based on 
wired sensors connected to a centralized data repository.  All sensor data is collected to this 
repository, where data processing takes place to extract structural features and information.  This 
centralized data acquisition and processing approach in a wired sensor network is common 
practice in traditional SHM systems; however, high costs and the installation difficulties (Lynch 
et al. 2003) have prevented SHM from wider adoption in large-scale civil structures.  For 
example, the SHM system for the Stone Cutter Bridge in Hong Kong has more than 1200 sensors 
with an extensive cabling system connecting the sensors to a central base station; installation of 
such systems is well-known to be both costly and time-consuming. 
Wireless smart sensor networks provide a promising alternative to the traditional 
approach to SHM.  Smart sensors are referred to as sensors that are small, inexpensive, and 
capable of wireless communication and on-board processing (Spencer et al. 2004).  In the last 
two decades, many academic and commercial smart sensors have been developed.  Significant 
efforts have been devoted to research for data acquisition, processing, and damage detection in 
the Wireless Smart Sensor Networks (WSSN).  To date, the majority of smart sensor research 
has focused on emulation of traditional wired sensor networks employing centralized data 
acquisition and processing (see Figure 1.1a).  Such approaches are not scalable due to the 
enormous amount of data that must be transferred using wireless communication.  To illustrate 
this point, Pakzad et al. (2008) reported that 10 hours was required to transmit 80 seconds of data 
sampled at 1000 Hz for 56 wireless sensors back to the base station.  Indeed, decentralized data 
acquisition and processing schemes are considered to be essential to ensure the scalability of 
WSSNs required to enables a dense array of sensors deployed on the full-scale civil 
infrastructure (Nagayama and Spencer, 2007).  Because structural damage is an intrinsically 
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local phenomenon, deployment of dense sensor networks is expected to enhance the 
effectiveness of SHM systems. 
One of the decentralized approaches uses independent data processing, as shown in 
Figure 1.1b (Tanner et al. 2003, Caffrey et al. 2004, Lynch et al. 2004a, Lynch et al. 2004b, and 
Nitta et al. 2005).  Each sensor node processes measured data independently without 
communicating with other sensor nodes.  The processed data (e.g., FFT or vibration signature 
analysis) is then sent to the base station.  The total amount of data transferred over the radio in 
the network can be small.  Although sensor networks based on this processing scheme are 
scalable, important spatial information is unavailable.   
 
 
(a) Centralized data collection. 
 
(b) Independent data processing. 
 
(c) Coordinated computing strategy. 
Figure 1.1 Data acquisition and processing schemes (Nagayama et al. 2007). 
 
The decentralized approach proposed by Gao et al. (2006) employs a coordinated 
computing strategy, often called Distributed Computing Strategy (DCS), as shown in Figure 1.1c, 
which has the ability to capture local spatial information.  The sensor network in this scheme is 
divided into hierarchical communities, in which sensor nodes within each community 
communicate with each other in processing data; communication between communities is 
conducted through each community’s cluster-head.  Because communication for sensor data 
takes place within each community and consists of a limited number of sensors, the total amount 
of data is nearly proportional to the network size; the network is therefore scalable.  Gao et al. 
(2006) employed this processing scheme for damage detection in the truss structure shown in 
Figure 1.2 using an extension of the Damage Locating Vector (DLV) method proposed by 
Bernal (2002).  In this work, a wired sensor system emulating the wireless system was employed; 
each sensor community successfully localized damage, showing that coordinated computing 
strategies were promising for WSSNs.   
 
Data acquisition 
Data processing
Data acquisition 
& processing
Data acquisition
Outcome 
forwarding
Data processing
In communities
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Figure 1.2 Truss structure in the Smart Structure Technology Laboratory. 
 
Nagayama and Spencer (2007) implemented the DCS logic in a WSSN employing the 
MEMSIC Imote2 smart sensors (http://www.memsic.com) shown in Figure 1.3.  The Stochastic 
DLV method (Bernal 2006) in the distributed computing environment was programmed and 
embedded in each sensor node.  Issues regarding time synchronization, synchronized sensing, 
and reliable communication were also addressed.  The network topology shown in Figure 1.1c 
was employed, consisting of three types of nodes based on their function in the network: (a) 
gateway node, (b) cluster-head, and (c) leaf node.  Both cluster-head and leaf nodes measure 
acceleration and do data processing to get correlation functions using sensor data from the 
cluster-head as a reference signal.  The cluster-head collects the correlation functions for modal 
parameter estimation and damage localization.  Only damage information is sent to the gateway 
node.  Although many issues such as battery life, sensing capability, and ease of expansion 
should be resolved, the sensor network based on the DCS logic was shown to be promising for 
monitoring full-scale civil infrastructure.  More detailed information can be found in Nagayama 
and Spencer (2007).  The implementation of the DCS logic for the WSSN was successfully 
verified through laboratory-scale testing; however, the associated software was difficult to use 
due to lack of modularity and fault tolerance features. 
This report implements decentralized data aggregation schemes, both independent 
processing and coordinated processing, on MEMSIC’s Imote2 platform using the Illinois SHM 
Project (ISHMP) Services Toolsuite (http://shm.cs.uiuc.edu).  Composed based on the 
modularized services that provide communication, sensing, and onboard computation, the 
programs developed in this report have stability and extensibility that facilitate development and 
full-scale implementation of SHM applications on WSSNs.  Data condensation and fault-
tolerance features associated with network topologies are described.  The source code for the 
programs developed herein is part of the ISHMP Services Toolsuite.  An outline of this report is 
as follows.  
Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the data aggregation approaches shown in Figure 
1.1 in terms of the amount of data to be transferred wirelessly.  Comparison between the 
different approaches is presented to give insight to the data communication requirements 
associated with various data processing schemes.  Chapter 3 outlines SHM application 
development using the ISHMP Services Toolsuite.  An introduction to the ISHMP Services 
Toolsuite is first provided; then, the SensingUnit service that performs network-wide sensing is 
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illustrated.  Chapter 4 describes the implementation of decentralized independent processing 
using the ISHMP Services Toolsuite.  An example application is presented to implement the 
independent processing using SensingUnit.  Chapter 5 presents the implementation of the 
coordinated processing approach (DecentralizedDataAggregation).  Design considerations 
including network-wide communication and timing, fault-tolerance, and network topology to 
account for the decentralized data aggregation are described.  An example using 
DecentralizedDataAggregation for estimation of modal properties (DecentralizedSysID) is 
provided.  Chapter 6 concludes the research described in this report. Finally, Appendix A 
describes the use of RemoteCommand.  
 
 
(a) MEMSIC’s Imote2 with an external antenna. 
 
(b) Top (left) and bottom (right) views. 
Figure 1.3 MEMSIC’s Imote2 sensor platform. 
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Chapter 2  
 
DATA AGGREGATION IN WSSN 
 
 
Decentralized strategies for data aggregation are preferred in WSSNs due to wireless 
communication limitations as discussed previously.  One issue in such decentralized approaches 
is how to process sensor data to extract meaningful information while reducing the amount of 
data.  The power spectral density (PSD) function and its Fourier transform, the correlation 
function, are often viewed to contain essential information for determination of the modal 
properties of dynamic systems.  To illustrate relative communication requirements, calculation of 
the PSD using both centralized and decentralized approaches is compared in this chapter.  
As shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, the network topology considered in this report 
consist of three or four components depending on the data collection and processing schemes.  
 
o Base station: PC for interfacing users and the WSSN.  The base station can be used to 
store raw or processed data, and to conduct further analysis.  
o Gateway node: node for interfacing the base station and the rest of the WSSN.  The 
gateway node receives user’s commands and controls the behavior of the WSSN.   
o Cluster-head: node for controlling a local sensor community.  The cluster-head appears 
only in networks employing coordinate processing.  The cluster-head performs sensing, 
serves as a reference, and conduct system identification and damage detection if required.     
o Leaf node: node for sensing and local data processing.  The leaf node resides in the 
lowest of the network hierarchy.  
  
      
Figure 2.1 Centralized data collection and independent processing. 
 
Centralized data collection  
Centralized data collection is the traditional way of acquiring and processing data.  This 
approach requires all measured time history records to be transmitted to the gateway node as 
shown in Figure 1.1a.  The large amount of transferred data between sensors not only increases 
Leaf node
Gateway node
Base station
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time in data communication but also reduces the battery life.  For time history data of length N  
and sn  sensors, the total number of data points to be transmitted over the radio link is  
 1 sN N n= ⋅  (1) 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Coordinated processing. 
 
Independent Processing 
The independent processing approach allows leaf nodes to process sensor data to extract desired 
information without exchanging data with each other.  For example, the PSD function can be 
used to identify the frequency content of the sensor data.  As shown in Figure 1.1b, each leaf 
node uses sensor data to estimate the PSD that is then transmitted back to the gateway node.  
Processing the sensor data independently requires the least amount of wireless communication; 
however, all spatial information is lost.  Assuming NFFT is the FFT points of, the total number of 
data points is 
 FFT s2 2
N nN ⋅=  (2) 
Note that 2N  is independent to the length of the measured data record.  
 
Coordinated Processing 
In the coordinated processing environment shown in Figure 1.1c, data aggregation can be 
performed efficiently by data condensation (e.g., cross spectral density calculation).  To 
appropriately compare with the centralized data collection and independent processing 
approaches, the simple network topology shown in Figure 2.3 is considered.  Once data is 
measured, the reference node sends out the reference data to other sensor nodes.  Every node 
including the reference node then calculates the cross power spectral density (CPSD) with 
Leaf node
Gateway node
Base station
Cluster head
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respect to the received reference data from the cluster head.  The processed data (i.e., CPSD) is 
then sent to the cluster-head.  The total number of data points transferred over the radio 
(Nagayama et al. 2007) is  
 ( )3 12FFTFFT d s
NN N n n= ⋅ + ⋅ −  (3) 
where dn  is the number of averages.  If the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) (Juang 
and Pappa 1985), for example, is used for modal property estimation, even fewer data than 2N  in 
Equation (3) are required, because only the beginning part of the correlation function is used to 
construct the Hankel matrix.  The decentralized data aggregation scheme is particularly 
advantageous when the network size is large and the data records are long. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Decentralized implementation for correlation function estimation. 
  
Each data aggregation approach has different requirements for the wireless 
communication as shown in Equations (1), (2), and (3).  The amount of data is summarized in 
Table 2.1 for a typical set of data processing parameters.   
 
Table 2.1 Total amount of data in the wireless communication. 
Parameters Number of transferred data points 
# of FFT 
points 
( FFTN ) 
# of 
averaging
( dn ) 
# of  
nodes 
( sn ) 
Centralized  
data collection 
1N  
Independent 
processing (PSD) 
( )2 2 1 100N N N ⋅  
Coordinated 
processing (CPSD)
( )3 3 1 100N N N ⋅  
1024 5 10 51200 5120 (10%) a 9728 (19%) 
1024 20 10 204800 5120 (2.5%) 25088 (12.25%) 
1024 20 30 614400 15360 (2.5%) 35328 (5.75%) 
2048 20 30 1228800 30720 (2.5%) 70656 (5.75%) 
a
 The numbers in parentheses indicate the percent reduction over the centralized data collection approach. 
 
As can be seen, both decentralized approaches are shown to reduce the data 
communication by processing sensor data decentrally.  The remainder of this report illustrates 
the implementations and provides associated examples for decentralized data aggregation 
strategies.  
   
Reference
Processed
data
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Chapter 3  
 
SHM APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT  
USING ISHMP SERVICES TOOLSUITE 
 
 
Implementation of the decentralized processing approaches described in this report is based on 
the Illinois Structural Health Monitoring Project (ISHMP) Services Toolsuite Version 2 for the 
MEMSIC’s Imote2 sensor platform (http://shm.cs.uiuc.edu).  Readers of this report are 
encouraged to review the following information prior to proceeding: 
 
o Installation of TinyOS 1.x and the ISHMP Services Toolsuite 
• TinyOS 1.x Installation Guide: Setting up the Development Environment for the 
Imote2 (http://shm.cs.uiuc.edu/imotestart.html)  
• ISHMP Services Toolsuite Installation Guide 
(http://shm.cs.uiuc.edu/ishmpstart.html)  
o Guides and Tutorials 
• ISHMP Services Toolsuite User’s Guide 
(http://shm.cs.uiuc.edu/Imote2forSHM.html) 
• SHM-A Sensorboard Rev. 4.0 Datasheet and User’s Guide 
(http://shm.cs.uiuc.edu/files/SHM-A_Datasheet.pdf) 
• ISHMP Calibration Guide (http://shm.cs.uiuc.edu/calibration.html)  
o TinyOS tutorial (http://www.tinyos.net/tinyos-1.x/doc/tutorial/) (up to Lesson 4) 
 
 Following a brief overview of the ISHMP Services Toolsuite, SensingUnit, a basic 
service used to develop applications that require sensing, is described in detail.  Then, an 
example implementation, IndependentProcessingPSD, is presented which illustrates the use of 
SensingUnit to develop an application using decentralized independent processing    
3.1 Illinois SHM Project (ISHMP) Services Toolsuite 
ISHMP is an interdisciplinary research project that develops hardware and software for 
monitoring of civil infrastructure using wireless smart sensors.  The ISHMP Services Toolsuite 
provides an open source library of services that are essential for developing SHM applications.  
These services can be used as building blocks to create customized applications to meet user 
needs.  Some of the services and tools currently available include: 
 
Foundation Services provide commonly used wireless sensor functionalities that are required to 
support higher-level applications.  These services include basic communication and sensing 
functionalities. 
o Unified Sensing is a TinyOS-based sensing interface for Imote2 that support for various 
sensor boards including MEMSIC ITS400 and Illinois SHM-A.  Unified Sensing service 
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provides precise time stamping of sensor data that can be used to synchronize sensor data 
from different sensor nodes.  
o Time Synchronization is a network-wide service for synchronizing the local clocks that 
sensor nodes in the network locally have.   
o Reliable Communication ensures reliable data communication in a wireless sensor 
network.  Data loss, a common problem in the wireless communication, is handled by the 
ReliableComm service. 
o Reliable Multi-Hop Communication is the beta-implementation of any-to-any reliable 
multi-hop routing for WSSN applications.  This ensures reliable communication in a 
WSSN for large structures, where all sensors cannot be reached by single-hop 
communication.  
o RemoteCommand provides an efficient means for nodes to interact with each other.  A 
command message is delivered to receiver nodes that process the designated tasks, and 
returns the list of responsive nodes and requested data to the sensor node.  
RemoteCommand allows the fault tolerant features to be easily implemented in sensor 
applications. 
 
Application services The application services provide the numerical algorithms necessary to 
implement SHM applications on the Imote2s and may also be used independently. 
o SyncSensing resamples the sensor data, providing synchronized data.  Although the local 
clocks are synchronized by the Time Synchronization service, the sensing start time and 
the sampling rate vary with sensor nodes with a certain amount of error.  The 
unsynchronized sensor data is synchronized by resampling using the SyncSensing service.  
o CFE estimates the correlation function between two arrays of synchronized data.  
o CPSD estimates the cross power spectral density between two arrays of synchronized 
data. 
o RD performs the Random Decrement method to estimate unscaled impulse response 
functions. 
o ERA estimates modal properties (i.e., natural frequency, damping factor, and mode 
shapes) using the ERA.  Natural Excitation Technique (NExT) (James et al. 1993) 
enables the correlation functions estimated from the CFE service to be used in the ERA 
service.  
o SSI performs the covariance-driven Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) for modal 
property estimation (Hermans and Van Der Auweraer 1999).  
o FDD performs the Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) algorithm for modal 
property estimation (Brincker et al. 2001).  
o SDLV performs the Stochastic Damage Locating Vector (SDLV) method for damage 
localization (Bernal 2006).  
o SDDLV performs the Stochastic Dynamic Damage Locating Vector (SDDLV) method for 
damage localization (Bernal 2007). 
 
Continuous and Autonomous Monitoring services provide for continuous and autonomous 
WSSN operation while maintaining power efficiency.   
o SnoozeAlarm provides sleep cycle functionality, which greatly reduces long-term power 
consumption. Sensors sleep for a period of time and then wake up for a relatively short 
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period, during which they can interact with the network.  The duty cycle is configurable 
by the user. 
o ThresholdSentry allows a subset of the network to act as “sentry” nodes that are 
awakened periodically to sense data for a short period of time, determine if an interesting 
event is in progress, and notify the base station. 
o AutoMonitor is a high-level network management application that coordinates each of its 
components in response to various events.  It schedules sensing, data transfer, and 
ThresholdSentry operation according to a user-specified policy, allowing the network to 
operate unattended. 
 
Tools and Utilities provide network testing and debugging capabilities that are necessary in any 
large-scale or long-term WSSN deployment.  These tools facilitate evaluation of the network 
conditions at the structure to determine appropriate values of adjustable system parameters, and 
assess power consumption and longevity issues.   
o LocalSensing collects sensor data from the single Imote2 connected to the PC.  This tool 
is useful for testing new sensor board hardware as well as driver software. 
o autocomm is a terminal program that provides an interface between the PC and the 
Imote2 through the MEMSIC IIB2400 interface board.  This tool is frequently used to 
run the application in the ISHMP Services Toolsuite. 
o TestServices that combines numerical services, CFE, ERA, and SDLV, performs damage 
detection from user-defined acceleration signals.  TestServices is an example code that 
illustrates how the numerical services can be combined.   
o RemoteSensing is an implementation of the centralized data acquisition approach that 
collects synchronized sensor data from a network of sensors to the base station.  Time 
Synchronization and SyncSensing services used in RemoteSensing for the synchronized 
sensor data.  
o RemoteFlashSensing performs either synchronized or unsynchronized sensing in remote 
leaf nodes.  In contrast to RemoteSensing, RemoteFlashSensing stores sensor data in the 
flash memory of each leaf node so that it can be retrieved later; as a result power is 
conserved by reducing the waiting time in the process of central data collection.  
o SensingUnit, a service component that performs synchronized or unsynchronized sensing, 
is particularly useful for SHM application development. 
o IndependentProcessingPSD is an implementation of the independent processing approach 
that decentrally estimates the power spectral densities in each leaf node. 
o DecentralizedDataAggregation is an application for the data acquisition and processing 
on decentralized hierarchical sensor network.  
o DecentralizedSysID estimates modal characteristics using NExT in conjunction with 
ERA.  DecentralizedDataAggregation provides the correlation functions for NExT. 
 
More detailed information regarding the service-oriented architecture of the ISHMP Services 
Toolsuite can be found in Rice and Spencer (2009).   
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3.2 SensingUnit 
The decentralized processing approaches can be efficiently implemented on Imote2 smart 
sensors utilizing the SensingUnit service.  SensingUnit is a service component in the ISHMP 
Services Toolsuite that receives parameters specifying sensing information (i.e., sampling rate, 
data length, and sensing channels) and corresponding node ID numbers in the sensor network, 
performs synchronized or unsynchronized sensing, and outputs measured data.  SensingUnit is 
located in the directory, $SHMROOT/tools/SensingUnit, in the ISHMP Services Toolsuite.   
To understand the utility of SensingUnit, consider an application that needs to estimate 
auto-correlation functions of the measured responses in each of the leaf nodes.  Such a program 
can be developed by combining SensingUnit and CFE services: sensor data, the output of 
SensingUnit, is fed into CFE to estimate the auto-correlation.  Considering that sensing is 
required in all SHM applications, SensingUnit is a good starting point for development of a 
broad array of independent processing applications.  RemoteFlashSensing is a typical example 
developed based on SensingUnit (Miller et al. 2010).  
SensingUnit provides two different implementations for centralized and decentralized 
networks.  In the centralized implementation, the gateway node sends command messages 
directly to all leaf nodes in the sensor network, while the decentralized implementation based on 
the hierarchical network shown in Figure 2.2 employs the cluster-heads to convey data to each 
leaf node.  Thus, the centralized and decentralized implementations of SensingUnit are well 
suited to independent and coordinated processing approaches, respectively.  
 
Control flow 
A state machine is utilized to efficiently control the network-wide timing and flow in 
SensingUnit.  A state machine is an abstract model controlling the behavior of a program, with 
each state representing a particular configuration of variables and components of an 
application.  This simplifies the control structure of complex applications by isolating data and 
control logic relevant to each state from the remainder of the application.  States are defined 
based on the designated task of each node in a sensor network using SensingUnit; transitions 
between states are triggered by certain events, such as completion of sensing or 
sending/receiving data.  For example, the default state of the leaf node in SensingUnit, 
DISABLED, is changed to INIT in the initialization, and subsequently to SYNC when the time 
synchronization starts if synchronized sensing is requested.  The state is then changed to 
SENSING if the time synchronization is finished.  In the state SENSING, sensor nodes measure 
data that can then be resampled if so specified.  This overall process is illustrated in Figure 3.1 
and Figure 3.2 for centralized and decentralized implementations, respectively.  
 RemoteCommand is utilized to reliably distribute command messages including sensing 
parameters to all sensor nodes in the network.  RemoteCommand returns the list of the leaf nodes 
that correctly behave; the gateway node can subsequently remove misbehaving nodes and 
proceed.  In addition, various commands and event handlers provided by RemoteCommand 
simplify the structure of SensingUnit. More information regarding RemoteCommand from an 
event-driven programming perspective is found in Appendix A. 
SensingUnit provides an interface that allows it to be used as a component in other 
applications.  The interface consists of commands and event handlers: (a) a command is called in 
the application that uses SensingUnit to have SensingUnit do a specific task, and (b) an event 
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handler is triggered when a specific event takes place.  The commands and event handlers 
provided by the SensingUnit interface are as follows. 
 
SUCentralizedGateway and SUDecentralizedGateway: interfaces for the gateway node 
o command setNodes provided by SUCentralizedGateway is used to set the node Ids of the 
centralized network. 
o command setSensorTopology provided by SUDecentralizedGateway determines the 
sensor topology of the decentralized network. 
o command setParameters is used to configure the parameters for sensing (sensing 
channel information, the length of data, sampling rate, and an option for synchronized 
sensing). 
o command startSensing causes SensingUnit to start sensing based on the previously set 
parameters. 
o command reset resets SensingUnit in the gateway node. 
o event handler sensingStarted is triggered when sensing is started. 
o event handler sensingFinished is triggered when sensing is finished. 
o event handler done is triggered when SensingUnit completes its task. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Flowchart of SensingUnit: centralized implementation. 
DISABLED
INIT
SYNC
SENSING
SENSINGDONE
Start command called
Finished
Sync 
sensing
Unsync 
sensing
Sensing parameters sent
Sensing finished
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Figure 3.2 Flowchart of SensingUnit: decentralized implementation. 
 
SUCentralizedSensorNode and SUDecentralizedSensorNode: interfaces for sensor node 
o command reset resets SensingUnit in the leaf nodes. 
o event handler done is triggered when SensingUnit completes its task. 
 
In an application that uses SensingUnit, the commands setNodes, setParameters, and 
startSensing are sequentially called to configure and start sensing, and the event handler done is 
subsequently triggered at the completion of SensingUnit.  As such, combining these commands 
and event handlers, SensingUnit can be easily embedded in other applications.  A schematic view 
of how to interface to SensingUnit is shown in Figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3 Schematic view of the SensingUnit interface. 
 
3.3 Running SensingUnit 
SensingUnit is designed to be used in other applications, providing interfaces for specifying 
necessary parameters and accessing the sensor data.  An example application TestSensingUnit is 
included in the ISHMP Services Toolsuite to demonstrate how to use SensingUnit in developing 
SHM applications for the Imote2 sensor platform.  In this section, the steps to use the application 
TestSensingUnit are elaborated. 
 
Step 1: Preparation 
First, the source code of TestSensingUnit needs to be compiled to a binary file, and installed on 
each Imote2 sensor.  Open a cygwin window and change the directory to where TestSensingUnit 
is located as: 
cd $SHMROOT/tools/SensingUnit/TestSensingUnit 
The following line in the Makefile should be commented out if the centralized network is 
preferred. 
PFLAGS += ‐DSU_DECENTRALIZED 
Use a USB-MiniB cable to connect an Imote2 to the computer.  Run the following command to 
compile and install: 
make imote2 usbinstall 
SensingUnit
Command:
•setNodes
•setParameters
•startSensing
•reset
Event handler:
•sensingStarted
•sensingFinished
•done
High level application
Gateway node
SensingUnit
Command:
•reset
Event handler:
•done
High level application
Cluster head / Leaf node
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This command will compile TestSensingUnit, and install the binary file on the connected Imote2.  
Next, run the following command simply to install the binary file of TestSensingUnit on each 
subsequent Imote2: 
make imote2 usbreinstall 
This command will skip compiling the source code, and move directly to the installation.  
Once the installation of TestSensingUnit is complete, the sensor network can be 
configured by designating the gateway and leaf nodes.  The base station is prepared by 
connecting an Imote2 on top of the MEMSIC IIB2400 interface board to a computer.  Each leaf 
node should have both a sensor and a battery boards.  SensingUnit is designed to run on both the 
gateway and leaf nodes; any Imote2 with TestSensingUnit can work as the gateway node.  To 
setup a communication between the base station and the gateway node, run the following 
command in the cygwin window: 
autocomm –d COMy 
COMy represents the higher port assigned to the connected interface board that can be viewed in 
the Windows Device Manager.  By pressing the <Enter> key a couple of times, a BluSH prompt 
should appear.  If not, check the port number used for COMy and the connection between the 
interface board and the computer.  The process regarding this step is well described in the 
ISHMP User’s guide at http://shm.cs.uiuc.edu/Imote2forSHM.html. 
 
Step 2: Running TestSensingUnit 
If the centralized network is specified, input:  
SetSUNodes <nodeId> [nodeId] [nodeId] 
where nodeId is the node Id of a leaf node in decimal format.  For decentralized networks, input: 
SetSUSensorTopology  <nodeId>  [nodeId]  ...  [nodeId]  0  <nodeId> 
[nodeId] ... [nodeId] 
The local sensor communities are separated by a 0; the first node in each community is the 
cluster-head.  For example, consider a sensor network that has the following topology: 
o Community 1 node Ids: 21, 87, 32 
o Community 2 node Ids: 51, 8, 21, 87 
o Community 3 node Ids: 2, 112, 42 
where nodes 21, 51, and 2 are the cluster-heads for communities 1, 2, and 3, respectively.  Thus, 
the corresponding input command should be: 
SetSUSensorTopology 21 87 32 0 51 8 21 87 0 2 112 42 
After setting up the network, input parameters: 
SetSUParameters channelMask numSamples samplingRate syncSensing 
where channelMask specifies the sensing channels (e.g., 1 for channel 1, 12 for channels 1 and 
2, and 123 for channels 1, 2, and 3), numSamples is the number of data points to be measured 
per channel, samplingRate is the sampling rate in Hz, and syncSensing is a flag determining 
whether synchronized data should be obtained (1 for synchronized sensing, and 0 for 
unsynchronized sensing).  The sampling rates should be selected from those supported by the 
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particular sensor board.  The sensor board type and the corresponding sampling rates are shown 
in Table 3.1.  When the message, ‘‐ parameters are set.’ is seen in the BluSH, type: 
StartSU 
The network-wide time synchronization, if specified, will start.  Once the synchronization is 
finished, the LEDs turn green and the sensor nodes begin sensing.  The data is resampled in the 
case of synchronized sensing.  At the completion of TestSensingUnit, the sensor nodes print the 
first 15 data points for demonstration.  The sensor data can be used in further data processing, 
such as estimation of auto-spectrum and FFT calculation.  The screenshots for the centralized 
implementation of TestSensingUnit are shown in Figure 3.4 (gateway node) and Figure 3.5 (leaf 
node). 
 
Table 3.1 Sampling rate supported by sensor boards. 
MEMSIC ITS400CA MEMSIC ITS400CB Illinois SHM-A board1 
Sampling 
freq (Hz) 
Cutoff 
freq (Hz) 
Sampling 
freq (Hz) 
Cutoff 
freq (Hz) 
Sampling 
freq (Hz) 
Cutoff 
freq (Hz) 
280 70 40 10 25 10 
560 140 160 40 50 20 
1120 280 640 160 100 40 
4480 1120 2560 640 280 70 
 
 
 
                                                            
1The SHM-A sensor board employs the Quickfilter QF4A512, a versatile, 4-channel ADC and programmable signal 
conditioner with user-selectable sampling rates and programmable digital filters.  Sampling rates can vary between 
6 and 5000 Hz by creating and downloading appropriate configuration files (Rice and Spencer 2009).  The SHM-A 
sensor board is currently being sold by MEMSIC as the ISM400. 
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Figure 3.4 Output message from the gateway node in TestSensingUnit. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Output message from the leaf node in TestSensingUnit. 
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Chapter 4  
 
DECENTRALIZED INDEPENDENT PROCESSING 
 
 
The independent processing approach for decentralized processing utilizes a smart sensor’s 
onboard computing capability to extract important information from the measured data.  Each 
node independently processes sensor data without the need for sharing information with 
neighboring nodes in the network.  Thus, the wireless communication requirement can be 
significantly lower than the centralized data collection and the coordinated processing 
approaches; however, spatial information cannot be obtained.  
 This chapter illustrates development of decentralized independent processing using the 
ISHMP Services Toolsuite.  An example application IndependentProcessingPSD is presented 
that estimates the power spectrum of the measured data.  Detailed information regarding the 
development of IndependentProcessingPSD is described in the following sections. 
4.1 IndependentProcessingPSD 
IndependentProcessingPSD is developed to estimate the power spectral density (PSD) function 
for the data measured on a node using SensingUnit.  Because the PSD does not contain phase 
information, unsynchronized data is utilized to estimate the PSD; the PSD functions are 
subsequently either collected at the gateway node or retained for further analysis.  The network-
wide flow of IndependentProcessingPSD is shown in Figure 4.1.  The implementation is 
simplified as SensingUnit takes care of reliable data measurements.  When SensingUnit finishes 
sensing on the leaf nodes, the gateway node delivers parameters that are required for the PSD 
calculation.  The leaf nodes estimate the PSD with the received parameters.  The gateway node 
utilizes RemoteCommand to request and receive the PSD from each leaf node.  If received from 
all leaf nodes, the PSD in the gateway node is transferred to the base station.   
 
4.1.1 Implementation of IndependentProcessingPSD 
IndependentProcessingPSD should have the following six files in the directory 
$SHMROOT/tools/IndependentProcessingPSD. 
o IndependentProcessingPSD.nc: configuration file 
o IPGatewayM.nc: module file for the gateway node 
o IPGateway.nc: interface file for the gateway node 
o IPLeafM.nc: module file for the leaf node 
o IPLeaf.nc: interface file for the leaf node 
o IndependentProcessingPSD.h: header file that contains various constants 
o Makefile: This text file defines rules that nesC compiler uses 
o README.txt: documentation 
Configurations and modules are the main components in nesC.  Configurations assemble other 
components and connect interfaces each other. Modules implement the application code.  Details 
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regarding the nesC programming are found at the TinyOS tutorial (http://www.tinyos.net/tinyos-
1.x/doc/tutorial/). 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Flow of IndependentProcessingPSD. 
 
Configuration 
Located in the file IndependentProcessingPSD.nc, the configuration of Independent-
ProcessingPSD should contain a list of components used (see Figure 4.2), and connect these 
components through the corresponding interfaces (see Figure 4.3).  The list of components 
includes:  
o Modules IPGatewayM and IPLeafM for gateway leaf nodes  
o SensingUnitC for network-wide sensing  
o Module CPSDM for calculation of the PSD 
o RemoteCommandC for fault tolerant interactions between nodes  
o BluSHC for the user interface at the BluSH 
o SerialIOC to transfer data from the gateway node to the base station 
o LedsC to use the Imote2’s LED 
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o WatchdogC to reset a node that is not used for a given period time 
o ResetC to reset a node 
o DVFSC to adjust the clock rate of the Imote2 
o TimerC to implement timeout for fault tolerance 
o UtilsC for various utility commands 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Configuration: list of used components in IndependentProcessingPSD.nc. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Configuration: linked interfaces in IndependentProcessingPSD.nc. 
 
The interfaces used in IndependentProcessingPSD should be linked to components that 
provide the interfaces as shown in Figure 4.3, which is called wiring.  Consider the following 
line of code that is seen in Figure 4.3.  
leaf.CPSD ‐> CPSDM; 
Herein, the CPSD interface used in a leaf node is linked to the CPSDM component that provides 
the CPSD interface.  Note that the expression linking CPSD interfaces is shorthand for: 
gateway. SUCentralizedGateway ‐> SensingUnitC;
gateway.Leds ‐> Leds; 
gateway.Reset ‐> ResetC; 
gateway.WDT ‐> WatchdogC; 
gateway.RemoteControl ‐> leaf; 
gateway.SerialIO ‐> SerialIOC; 
gateway.Timer ‐> TimerC.Timer[unique("Timer")]; 
gateway.SendCommand ‐> RemoteCommandC.RemoteCommand[CMD_IPPSD_SND]; 
gateway.ReqCommand ‐> RemoteCommandC.RemoteCommand[CMD_IPPSD_REC]; 
   
leaf.SUCentralizedSensorNode ‐> SensingUnitC; 
leaf.Leds ‐> Leds; 
leaf.Reset ‐> ResetC; 
leaf.WDT ‐> WatchdogC; 
leaf.CPSD ‐> CPSDM; 
leaf.DVFS ‐> DVFSC; 
leaf.Timer ‐> TimerC.Timer[unique("Timer")]; 
leaf.SendCommand ‐> RemoteCommandC.RemoteCommand[CMD_IPPSD_SND]; 
leaf.ReqCommand ‐> RemoteCommandC.RemoteCommand[CMD_IPPSD_REC]; 
   
BluSHC.BluSH_AppI[unique("BluSH")] ‐> gateway.SetPSDNodes;  
BluSHC.BluSH_AppI[unique("BluSH")] ‐> gateway.SetPSDParameters;   
BluSHC.BluSH_AppI[unique("BluSH")] ‐> gateway.StartPSDCollection; 
components Main, 
IPGatewayM as gateway,  
IPLeafM as leaf, 
  SensingUnitC, 
  SerialIOC, 
LedsC as Leds,  
BluSHC, CPSDM, ResetC, DVFSC,  
RemoteCommandC, TimerC, WatchdogC, UtilsC; 
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leaf.CPSD ‐> CPSDM.CPSD; 
Once the configuration is prepared, modules should be written to provide the implementation 
code. 
 
Module: IPGatewayM 
Module IPGatewayM implements the gateway node’s role, which is to coordinate the sensor 
network for leaf nodes to perform sensing and calculation of the PSD and send the PSD to the 
gateway node.  To realize this functionality, IPGatewayM ‘provides’ and ‘uses’ interfaces that 
should be listed in the beginning of IPGatewayM, as shown in Figure 4.4.  IPGatewayM should 
provide the programming code for the interfaces in the ‘provides’ list in Figure 4.4.  On the other 
hand, IPGatewayM calls commands provided by the interfaces in the ‘uses’ list in Figure 4.4, 
and should implement event handlers of the interfaces.  These points will be illustrated in detail 
in the remainder of this chapter.  
The most important interfaces for IPGatewayM are: (1) the BluSH interfaces for user 
inputs, which uses (2) the SUCentralizedGateway interface provided by SensingUnit, (3) Timer, 
and the instances of RemoteCommand (4) SendCommand and (5) ReqCommand.  
Implementation of these five interfaces’ commands and event handlers is the main contents of 
IPGatewayM.  
 
 
Figure 4.4 Interfaces provided and used by IPGatewayM in IPGatewayM.nc. 
 
(1) BluSH_AppI  
Three BluSH_AppI interfaces provided by IPGatewayM are implemented to allow users 
to input parameters specifying the leaf node IDs, sensing, and data processing.  Three 
BluSH_AppI interface, SetPSDNodes, SetPSDParameters, and StartPSDCollection, are 
implemented, each of which has two commands, getName and callApp as shown in 
Figure 4.5.   
module IPGatewayM { 
  provides { 
    interface StdControl; 
    interface IPGateway; 
    interface BluSH_AppI as SetPSDNodes; 
    interface BluSH_AppI as SetPSDParameters; 
    interface BluSH_AppI as StartPSDCollection; 
  } 
  uses { 
    interface Leds; 
    interface SerialIO; 
    interface WDT; 
    interface SUCentralizedGateway; 
    interface CPSD; interface Timer; interface Reset; 
    interface StdControl as RemoteControl; 
    interface RemoteCommand as SendCommand; 
    interface RemoteCommand as ReqCommand; 
  } 
} 
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o SetPSDNodes sets up the network for sensing by calling the setNodes command 
provided by SUCentralizedGateway.  
o SetPSDParameters reads user-defined parameters for sensing and data processing, 
and calls the setParaemters command provided by SUCentralizedGateway. 
o StartPSDCollection calls the startSensing command provided by 
SUCentralizedGateway.  
Note that the commands of the BluSH_AppI interfaces are provided as shown in Figure 
4.5 because the BluSH_AppI interfaces are in the ‘provides’ list in Figure 4.4.  
 
 
a Code that is not essential to illustrating the specific programming issues has been omitted for clarity. 
Figure 4.5 BluSH_AppI interface in IPGatewayM.nc 
   
command BluSH_result_t SetPSDNodes.getName(char *buff, uint8_t len) {  
// code omitted for brevity 
a
 
} 
 
command BluSH_result_t SetPSDNodes.callApp(char *cmdBuff, uint8_t cmdLen,  
                                       char *resBuff, uint8_t resLen)  
{ 
  // code for reading nodeIds and saving in ‘nodes’ omitted for brevity 
  call RemoteControl.stop(); 
  call SUCentralizedGateway.setNodes(nodes, nnodes); 
  return BLUSH_SUCCESS_DONE; 
} 
 
command BluSH_result_t SetPSDParameters.getName(char *buff, uint8_t len) { 
// code omitted for brevity 
} 
 
command BluSH_result_t SetPSDParameters.callApp(char *cmdBuff, uint8_t cmdLen,  
                                            char *resBuff, uint8_t resLen)   
{ 
  // code for reading sensing/data processing parameters omitted for brevity  
  call SUCentralizedGateway.setParameters((uint8_t)channelMask,  
                                                 npts, fs, FALSE); 
  return BLUSH_SUCCESS_DONE; 
} 
   
command BluSH_result_t StartPSDCollection.getName(char *buff, uint8_t len) { 
// code omitted for brevity 
} 
 
command BluSH_result_t StartPSDCollection.callApp(char *cmdBuff, uint8_t cmdLen,  
                                              char *resBuff, uint8_t resLen)   
{ 
  state = SENSING; 
  call SUCentralizedGateway.startSensing(); 
  return BLUSH_SUCCESS_DONE; 
} 
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(2) SUCentralizedGateway 
As previously described in Section 3.2, the centralized implementation of SensingUnit 
provides two interfaces:  
o SUCentralizedGateway for a gateway node 
o SUCentralizedSensorNode for leaf nodes 
Because SUCentralizedGateway is in the ‘uses’ list in Figure 4.4, IPGatewayM can call 
the commands provided by SUCentralizedGateway as seen in the BluSH_AppI interfaces 
previously described (see Figure 4.5) and should implement the event handler done.  
Started by calling the startSensing command, SUCentralizedGateway will signal 
the event handler done once sensing is complete.  The gateway node obtains the list of 
responsive leaf nodes to proceed to the PSD calculation.  A timer is used to give a short 
delay to ensure SensingUnit is complete throughout the entire sensor network.  The 
implementation of the event handler done is shown in Figure 4.6. 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Event handler ‘done’ of SUCentralizedGateway in IPGatewayM.nc. 
  
event result_t SUCentralizedGateway.done(result_t success, 
                                           uint16_t *nodeaddr, uint8_t nnodeaddr) 
{ 
  if (success == SUCCESS) { 
  memcpy(nodes, nodeaddr, nnodeaddr * sizeof (uint16_t)); 
  nnodes = nnodeaddr; 
  // send parameters for PSD calculation 
  state = SEND; 
  call Timer.start(TIMER_ONE_SHOT, SU_TIME_DELAY); 
} else { 
  trace(DBG_USR1, "ERROR: sensing was not successfully done.\r\n"); 
  finApp(FAIL); 
  return SUCCESS; 
} 
return SUCCESS; 
} 
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(3) Timer 
Timer is used to control the network-wide flow of the state machine.  When Timer 
expires, the event handler fired of Timer is triggered, and the lines for the current state 
will execute.  For example, the state in IPGatewayM is changed to SEND and Timer is 
set in SUCentralizedGateway as shown in Figure 4.6.  When this Timer expires and the 
event handler fired runs, the ‘case SEND’ part of the code shown in Figure 4.7 is 
executed.   
 
 
Figure 4.7 Event handler fired of Timer in IPGatewayM.nc. 
  
event result_t Timer.fired() 
{ 
switch (state) { 
 
case SEND: 
  trace(DBG_USR1, "\r\n‐ sending processing parameters...\r\n"); 
  call SendCommand.executeCommand(nodes, nnodes,  
                                      &psdmsg, sizeof (psdmessage)); 
  break; 
 
case PSD: 
  if (tindex == 0) call DVFS.SwitchCoreFreq(104, 104); 
  if (psdmsg.savepsd == 1 && tindex < nnodes) { 
    call Leds.redOff(); 
    call Leds.greenOn(); 
    trace(DBG_USR1, "‐ requesting psd from node %u...", 
 nodes[tindex]); 
    ackn = ACK_SEND_PSD; 
    call ReqCommand.executeCommand(nodes + tindex, 1, &ackn, 
    sizeof (ackn)); 
  } else { 
    trace(DBG_USR1, "‐ IndependentProcessingPSD finished.\r\n"); 
    finApp(SUCCESS); 
  } 
  break; 
         
case RESET: 
  call Reset.reset(); 
  break; 
 
default: 
  trace(DBG_USR1, "ERROR: unknown state in Timer.fired\r\n"); 
  call Leds.set(7); 
  break; 
} 
return SUCCESS; 
} 
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(4) SendCommand 
SendCommand, an instance of RemoteCommand, is used for the gateway node to send 
data processing parameters to the leaf nodes that subsequently start calculating the PSD.  
Note that SendCommand is the RemoteCommand on the top in the Figure 4.1.  The event 
handlers of SendCommand are implemented as shown in Figure 4.8.  More details 
regarding RemoteCommand can be found in Appendix A. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Event handlers of SendCommand in IPGatewayM.nc. 
  
event void SendCommand.blushCommandCalled(uint16_t *tgts, uint8_t tcnt,  
                 char *args, uint8_t arglen) {} 
event void SendCommand.responseSent(result_t res) {} 
event void SendCommand.commandExecuted(result_t res,void *retval,uint32_t len) {} 
 
event void SendCommand.commandSent(uint16_t *tgts, uint8_t tcnt)  
{ 
  if (state != SEND || tcnt == 0) { 
    trace(DBG_USR1, "ERROR: unexpected state or no responsive node\r\n"); 
    finApp(FAIL); 
    return; 
  } 
  trace(DBG_USR1, "‐ data processing parameters sent\r\n"); 
  if (psdmsg.savepsd == 1)  
  if (call SerialIO.flushOutputLog() != SUCCESS)  
  trace(DBG_USR1, "ERROR: calling SerialIO.flushOutputLog failed\r\n"); 
 
  state = PSD; 
  nnodes = tcnt; 
  memcpy(nodes, tgts, tcnt * sizeof (uint16_t)); 
  tindex = 0; 
  call Timer.start(TIMER_ONE_SHOT,  
                IP_PSD_CALC_TIME * nch * psdmsg.navg * psdmsg.nfft); 
} 
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(5) ReqCommand 
ReqCommand, another instance of RemoteCommand, is used for the gateway node to 
request and collect the PSD for each leaf node.  Implementation is shown in Figure 4.9.  
When the gateway node finishes receiving the PSD from a leaf node, the event handler 
commandExecuted is triggered, in which the processResult function is called to save the 
received PSD to the output file.  
 
 
Figure 4.9 Event handlers of ReqCommand in IPGatewayM.nc. 
 
Module: IPLeafM 
IPLeafM, a module for leaf nodes, should be appropriately implemented to interact with the 
gateway node.  The primary tasks of a leaf node are to measure data using SUCentralizedSensor-
Node, calculate the PSD using CPSD, and send the PSD to the gateway node using 
RemoteCommand.  Implementation of IPLeafM will be described based on the interfaces, 
SUCentralizedSensorNode, CPSD, and RemoteCommand.  Note that the interfaces provided and 
used by IPLeafM should be placed in the beginning part of IPLeafM as shown in Figure 4.10. 
 
event void ReqCommand.blushCommandCalled(uint16_t *tgts, uint8_t tcnt,  
 char *args, uint8_t arglen) {} 
event void ReqCommand.responseSent(result_t res) {} 
 
event void ReqCommand.commandSent(uint16_t *tgts, uint8_t tcnt) 
{ 
  if (state != PSD || tcnt > 1) { 
    trace(DBG_USR1, "ERROR: unexpected state or targets\r\n"); 
    finApp(FAIL); 
    return; 
  } 
  if (tcnt == 0) { 
    trace(DBG_USR1,"\r\n‐ node %u is not responsive\r\n", nodes[tindex]); 
    processResult(FAIL, NULL, 0); 
    return; 
  } 
} 
 
event void ReqCommand.commandExecuted(result_t res, void *retval, uint32_t len) 
{ 
  if (state != PSD || retval == NULL ||  
          (len_recmsg != 0 && len_recmsg != len))  
{ 
    processResult(FAIL, NULL, 0); 
  } else { 
    processResult(res, retval, len); 
  } 
} 
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Figure 4.10 Interface provided and used by IPLeafM in IPLeafM.nc. 
 
(1) SUCentralizedSensorNode 
SUCentralizedSensorNode is an interface provided by SensingUnit for leaf nodes.  
Because IPLeafM uses SUCentralizedSensorNode as listed in Figure 4.10, the event 
handler done of SUCentralizedSensorNode should be implemented in IPLeafM (see 
Section 3.2 for the commands and event handlers of SUCentralizedSensorNode).  
 When SensingUnit initiated by the gateway node finishes sensing, the event 
handler done in Figure 4.11 is triggered in leaf nodes.  With successful completion of 
sensing, IPLeafM changes the state to REC in the event handler done and waits for data 
processing parameters from the gateway node.  
 
 
Figure 4.11 Event handler ‘done’ of SUCentralizedGateway in IPLeafM.nc. 
 
(2) SendCommand 
A pair of SendCommands should be used in IPGatewayM and IPLeafM: commands and 
data delivered by SendCommand in IPGatewayM are received and interpreted by 
event result_t SUCentralizedSensorNode.done(result_t success, SensorData *sdata)
{ 
sd = sdata; 
if (success == SUCCESS) { 
  trace(DBG_USR1, "‐ Sensing is finished. waiting for a message.\r\n"); 
  call Leds.redOn(); 
  state = REC;           
} else { 
  trace(DBG_USR1, "‐ Sensing failed\r\n"); 
  finApp(FAIL); 
} 
return SUCCESS; 
} 
module IPLeafM  
{ 
  provides { 
    interface StdControl; 
    interface IPLeaf; 
  } 
  uses { 
    interface Leds; 
    interface WDT; 
    interface SUCentralizedSensorNode; 
    interface Reset; 
    interface CPSD; interface Timer; interface DVFS; 
    interface RemoteCommand as SendCommand; 
    interface RemoteCommand as ReqCommand; 
  } 
} 
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SendCommand in IPLeafM.  To use SendCommand in the leaf node side, the following 
three tasks should be executed: 
o Register the command: 
IPLeafM should register SendCommand before it first receives a command from 
the gateway node: SendCommand is registered using registerCommand called in 
StdControl.init() that runs at the initialization of IPLeafM as shown in Figure 
4.12. 
o Implement start function: 
In registering SendCommand, the start function sendStartFunc is specified (see 
Figure 4.12) and implemented (see Figure 4.13).  sendStartFunc is triggered when 
the leaf node receives data processing parameters from the gateway node and 
allows the leaf node to proceed to the PSD calculation.  
o Implement the event handlers: 
As in IPGatewayM, IPLeafM should implement the event handlers provided by 
RemoteCommand, as shown Figure 4.14.  Although some event handlers are not 
used, the nesC programming language requires all event handlers should be 
implemented.  
See Appendix A for more details regarding RemoteCommand. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 RemoteCommand registration in IPLeafM.nc. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 sendStartFunc for SendCommand in IPLeafM.nc. 
 
result_t sendStartFunc(void *args, uint32_t arglen)
{ 
  // error check code omitted here for brevity   
 
  call SendCommand.executionDone(SUCCESS, NULL, 0); 
  state = PSDCALC; 
  trace(DBG_USR1, "‐ received psdmsg.\r\n"); 
  memcpy(&psdmsg, args, arglen); 
  post startPSDEstimation(); 
  return SUCCESS; 
} 
command result_t StdControl.init() {
  clearState(); 
  clearPSD(); 
  state = SENSING; 
  call Leds.init(); 
  call SendCommand.registerCommand("Send", 1, FALSE, FALSE, sendStartFunc); 
  call ReqCommand.registerCommand("Req", 1, TRUE, FALSE, sendReqFunc); 
  return SUCCESS; 
} 
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Figure 4.14 Event handlers of SendCommand in IPLeafM.nc. 
 
(3) PSD estimation 
The PSD calculation posted in sendStartFunc is implemented as shown in Figure 4.16.  
To efficiently implement the PSD calculation, it is divided into three tasks: 
a. Task startPSDEstimation prepares the calculation, checking errors and allocating 
memory. 
b. Task computePSDTask selects a channel data and posts computePSDiTask.  
c. Task computePSDiTask selects a block of data that is the NFFT points in length 
and calculates the PSD using CPSD.  Task computePSDiTask repeats this 
calculation for the specified number of averages, yielding the averaged PSD, and 
allowing the computePSDTask to be posted for the next channel of data.   
 These three tasks are illustrated in Figure 4.15. 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Flowchart of the PSD calculation. 
sendStartFunc
startPSDEstimation
computePSDTask
startPSDEstimation posted
computePSDiTask
Error checked
Memory allocated
Channel selected
PSD calculated
If i < # of averages
If j < # of averages
i: index for current average
j: index for current channel
event void SendCommand.blushCommandCalled(uint16_t *tgts, uint8_t tcnt,  
                                         char *args, uint8_t arglen) {} 
event void SendCommand.commandSent(uint16_t *tgts, uint8_t tcnt) {} 
event void SendCommand.commandExecuted(result_t res, void *retval, uint32_t len){} 
 
event void SendCommand.responseSent(result_t res) 
{ 
  if (res != SUCCESS) finApp(FAIL); 
} 
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Figure 4.16 Implementation of PSD in IPLeafM.nc (partial listing of code).  
  
task void startPSDEstimation() 
{ 
  // error check and memory allocation code omitted here for brevity  
  post computePSDTask(); 
} 
 
task void computePSDTask() 
{ 
  for (; cindex < MAX_SENSOR_CHANNELS &&  
              sd‐>channels[cindex].size == 0; cindex++) {} 
  if (cindex >= MAX_SENSOR_CHANNELS) { 
    // code omitted: clear temporary variables 
    state = SENDPSD; 
    trace(DBG_USR1, "‐ PSD calculation complete\r\n"); 
if (psdmsg.savepsd != 1) finApp(SUCCESS); 
  } else { 
    aindex = 0; 
    post computePSDiTask(); 
  } 
} 
 
task void computePSDiTask()  
{ 
  // code for preparing a block of data  
// for the PSD computation omitted for brevity 
  call DVFS.SwitchCoreFreq(104, 104); 
  call CPSD.compute_cpsd(tddata, tddata, psdi,  
                             psdmsg.nfft, psdmsg.window, psdmsg.normalize); 
  call DVFS.SwitchCoreFreq(13, 13); 
 
  for (index = 0; index < pd‐>sxx[cindex].size; index++) 
  pd‐>sxx[cindex].data[index] = (aindex * pd‐>sxx[cindex].data[index]  
                                            + psdi[index].r) / (aindex + 1); 
  if (++aindex < psdmsg.navg) { // next window 
    post computePSDiTask(); 
  } else { // next channel 
    cindex++; 
post computePSDTask(); 
  } 
} 
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(4) ReqCommand 
As ReqCommand is used for the gateway node in IPGatewayM to request the PSD, 
ReqCommand in IPLeafM should be used for leaf nodes to send the PSD.  Upon request 
for the PSD from the gateway node, the start function sendReqFunc for ReqCommand is 
triggered, sending the PSD by calling the executionDone command provided by 
ReqCommand.  When the PSD is delivered to the gateway node (or any failure occurs), 
the event handler responseSent of ReqCommand is triggered to reset the leaf node.  
 
 
Figure 4.17 Event handlers of ReqCommand in IPLeafM.nc. 
 
Header file: IndependentProcessingPSD.h 
The header file includes optimized constants and variables used in modules as shown in Figure 
4.18.  In struct-type data such as psdmessage, the variables should be properly placed to prevent 
unexpected errors.  Because the Imote2’s PXA271 is a 32-bit microcontroller, the struct-type 
data should have variables that fit into 4-byte (32-bit) memory blocks, as shown in Figure 4.19a.  
If a variable is split on two different 4-byte memory blocks as shown in Figure 4.19b, 
unexpected values can be obtained in the variable.     
 
event void ReqCommand.blushCommandCalled(uint16_t *tgts, uint8_t tcnt,  
                                        char *args, uint8_t arglen) {} 
event void ReqCommand.commandSent(uint16_t *tgts, uint8_t tcnt) {} 
event void ReqCommand.commandExecuted(result_t res, void *retval, uint32_t len) {} 
 
event void ReqCommand.responseSent(result_t res) { 
// code omitted for brevity 
} 
 
result_t sendReqFunc(void *args, uint32_t arglen) 
{ 
// error check code omitted for brevity  
post sendPSDTask(); 
} 
 
task void sendPSDTask()  
{ 
// code for preparing packets to be sent omitted for brevity 
call ReqCommand.executionDone(SUCCESS, pdata, psdidx); 
} 
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Figure 4.18 IndependentProcessingPSD.h. 
 
 
(a) Correct data format. 
 
(b) Incorrect data format (overlap is split on two different 4-byte blocks). 
Figure 4.19 Example data format. 
 
Implementation details for IndependentProcessingPSD have been described in this 
section, focusing on the several important interfaces such as BluSH, SUCentralizedGateway, 
SUCentralizedSensorNode, Timer, and RemoteCommand.  By appropriately utilizing the service 
components in the ISHMP Services Toolsuite, efforts on developing WSSN applications can be 
significantly reduced.  The next section describes how to run IndependentProcessingPSD. 
 
nfft overlap laddr navg norm‐
lize
window
4 bytes 4 bytes 4 bytes typedef struct {
uint16_t nfft;
uint16_t overlap;
uint16_t laddr;
uint8_t navg;
uint8_t normalize;
uint8_t window;
} psdmessage;
nfft overlap laddrnavg norm‐
lize
window
4 bytes 4 bytes 4 bytes typedef struct {
uint16_t nfft;
uint8_t navg;
uint16_t overlap;
uint16_t laddr;
uint8_t normalize;
uint8_t window;
} psdmessage;
#ifndef _INDEPENDENTPROCESSINGPSD_H
#define _INDEPENDENTPROCESSINGPSD_H 
 
  #define SU_TIME_DELAY (1000) 
  #define RESET_TIME (3000) 
  #define PSD_CALC_TIME (1.5) 
 
  // variables definition code omitted for brevity  
 
  typedef struct { 
    uint16_t nfft; 
    uint16_t overlap; 
    uint16_t laddr; 
    uint8_t navg; 
    uint8_t normalize; 
    uint8_t window; 
  } psdmessage __attribute__((packed)); 
 
#endif /* _INDEPENDENTPROCESSINGPSD_H */ 
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4.1.2 Running IndependentProcessingPSD 
The procedure to run IndependentProcessingPSD consists of two steps as in the TestSensingUnit 
application: (1) step 1 for compiling and installation the application and (2) step 3 for running 
IndependentProcessingPSD.   
 
Step 1: Preparation 
The first step is to compile and install the application.  Open a cygwin window and change the 
directory to where IndependentProcessingPSD is located as: 
cd $SHMROOT/tools/IndependentProcessingPSD 
Use a USB-MiniB cable to connect an Imote2 to the computer.  Run the following command to 
compile and install: 
make imote2 usbinstall 
This command will compile IndependentProcessingPSD, and install the binary file on the 
connected Imote2.  Next, run the following command simply to install the binary file of 
IndependentProcessingPSD on each subsequent Imote2: 
make imote2 usbreinstall 
Once installation is complete, run the following command in the cygwin window: 
autocomm –d COMy 
COMy represents the highest port listed in the Windows Device Manager.  By pressing the 
<Enter> key a couple of times, a BluSH prompt should appear.  If not, check the port number 
used for COMy and the connection between the interface board and the computer.  Open another 
cygwin window, and type: 
autocomm –n –o out.txt COMx 
COMy is the second highest port listed in the Windows Device Manager.  This command will 
save the PSD to the output file out.txt.  
 
Step 2: Running IndependentProcessingPSD 
Three BluSH commands should be used to specify the sensor nodes and the parameters for the 
PSD calculation, and to start the operation.  At the first cygwin window, input: 
SetPSDNodes <nodeId> [nodeId] [nodeId] 
After ‘‐ node ids are set.’ is shown in the cygwin window, input: 
SetPSDParameters  channelMask  samplingRate  nfft  navg  overlap 
window normalize (Note: this command is all one line.) 
where 
o channelMask specifies sensing channels: 1 for channel 1, 12 for channels 1 and 2, and 
123 for channels 1, 2, and 3 
o samplingRate is the sampling frequency in Hz 
o nfft is the number of FFT points (i.e., NFFT) 
o navg is the number of averaging windows. 
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o overlap is the number of overlapping points between consecutive spectral windows 
o window specifies the spectral window: 1 for Welch window, 2 for Hamming window, 
and 3 for Hanning window 
o normalize decides if the mean values of the measured data are removed: 1 to remove, 
and 0 not to remove 
To start IndependentProcessingPSD, type: 
StartPSDCollection 
An example of running IndependentProcessingPSD is presented in the screenshots (see 
Figure 4.20 for the gateway node, and Figure 4.21 for the leaf nodes).  The PSD functions 
estimated by the leaf nodes are shown in Figure 4.22. 
 
 
Figure 4.20 Output messages from the gateway node in IndependentProcessingPSD. 
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Figure 4.21 Output messages from the leaf node in IndependentProcessingPSD. 
 
 
Figure 4.22 Power spectral density estimated from IndependentProcessingPSD. 
 
4.2 Summary 
The decentralized independent processing scheme has been implemented using the ISHMP 
Services Toolsuite.  Designed to perform network-wide sensing, SensingUnit can be used in 
developing a broad array of WSSN applications.  IndependentProcessingPSD is an example 
implementation of independent processing using SensingUnit that can determine the PSD on the 
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leaf nodes.  This work lays the foundation for the next chapter discussing decentralized 
coordinated processing approaches.       
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Chapter 5  
 
DECENTRALIZED COORDINATED PROCESSING 
 
 
As opposed to the independent processing approach presented in the previous chapter, 
coordinated processing allows the sensor nodes to communicate with each other and share 
information.  As shown in Figure 1.1c, the sensor network is divided into local sensor 
communities where data communication and processing are taking place to extract meaningful 
information from raw sensor data.  In contrast to the situation with independent processing 
strategies, coordinated processing allows estimation of spatial information that can be used to 
produce a global picture of a structural system (Sim et al. 2009). 
 This chapter presents DecentralizedDataAggregation as the implementation of the 
coordinated processing approach.  First an outline of the design of DecentralizedData-
Aggregation is discussed.  Subsequently, an example application, DecentralizedSysID, is 
developed based upon DecentralizedDataAggregation. 
  
5.1 DecentralizedDataAggregation     
DecentralizedDataAggregation is developed as the decentralized implementation of NExT 
(Nagayama and Spencer 2007) and the Random Decrement Technique (Sim et al. 2010).  
DecentralizedData-Aggregation performs synchronized sensing and data processing in the 
decentralized hierarchical network and estimates the associated auto- and cross-correlation 
functions.  As shown in Figure 1.1c, this approach divides the entire network into local sensor 
communities in which the correlation functions are locally calculated and retained by the 
community cluster-heads.  The correlation functions can be either collected at the base station or 
used in modal analysis in the cluster-head, depending on the user-specified input.  The schematic 
shown in Figure 5.1 illustrates the network-wide information flow.  As described in the 
remainder of this section, to appropriately realize coordinated processing, the design of 
DecentralizedDataAggregation requires careful consideration of (1) the network topology, (2) 
controlled network-wide flow, and (3) fault tolerance. 
 
5.1.1 Network topology 
The cluster tree network topology adopted in DecentralizedDataAggregation employs three 
types of sensor nodes that can be categorized based on the role in the sensor network (see Figure 
5.2): (1) gateway node, (2) cluster-head, and (3) leaf node.  The gateway node controls the 
network-wide flow by sending command messages to cluster-heads and leaf nodes.  The 
gateway node initially has the information for sensing, data processing and the network topology, 
which is disseminated to the cluster-head and leaf nodes.  The cluster-head coordinates with the 
leaf nodes to calculate the correlation functions in the local sensor community using the 
measured data.   
The correlation functions obtained from DecentralizedDataAggregation can be used to 
estimate global modal properties if the sensor network has overlapping leaf nodes between local 
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sensor communities (see Figure 5.2).  The correlation functions estimated in a local sensor 
community contain information about the phase between the measurements at the various nodes 
(i.e., spatial information) only for that community.  If the global mode shapes of a structure are 
desired, the local mode shapes can be assembled together by means of the phase information of 
the overlapping nodes between the adjacent sensor communities.  The global mode shapes can 
be better estimated if multiple overlapping nodes are selected.  Details of estimation of global 
modal properties in a decentralized sensor network (i.e., decentralized modal analysis) are 
described in Sim et al. (2009).  
 
 
Figure 5.1 Information flow for DecentralizedDataAggregation. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Cluster tree topology employed for DecentralizedDataAggregation. 
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The presence of overlapping nodes between sensor communities results in an elongated 
operation time in DecentralizedDataAggregation.  Each local sensor community in a network, in 
which no overlapping node is present, can start correlation function estimation when sensing is 
complete.  However, in the presence of overlapping nodes, one of the local sensor communities 
may start calculating correlation functions while the other communities wait until the 
overlapping nodes signal to the cluster-heads that calculations are done in the adjacent 
community.  For example, the local sensor communities 1 and 3 in Figure 5.2 can first calculate 
correlation functions, and the communities 2 and 4 can proceed in turn.    
 
5.1.2 Network-wide control flow for DecentralizedDataAggregation 
A state machine is utilized to efficiently control the network-wide timing and flow for 
DecentralizedDataAggregation.  States are defined based on the designated tasks of each node 
during the process of the application (see Figure 5.3).  Transitions between states are triggered 
by certain events such as sensing complete and data ready.  For instance, the initial state of a leaf 
node, SENSING, is changed to DATA_READY when synchronized sensing is completed using 
SensingUnit.  The state is then changed to DATAPROC once a command message containing 
the data processing parameters is received from the community’s cluster-head.  In the 
DATAPROC state, the leaf nodes collaborate with the cluster-head to calculate correlation 
functions, and change the state back to DATA_READY if the leaf nodes belong to other local 
communities.  This process is illustrated in Figure 5.3 for each type of nodes.  
DecentralizedDataAggregation can be divided into three stages: (a) synchronized 
sensing, (b) decentralized data processing for correlation function estimation, and (c) collection 
of the correlation function to the base station, each of which corresponds to several states of the 
nodes.  Each stage is defined as follows:  
 
(a) Synchronized sensing: DecentralizedDataAggregation uses SensingUnit to obtained 
synchronized data, as described previously.  The fault tolerance of SensingUnit allows 
renewing the sensor topology with nodes that are responsive. 
 
(b) Decentralized data processing: Once the synchronized data is ready at the cluster-heads 
and leaf nodes, DecentralizedDataAggregation performs estimation of either the 
correlation function or the random decrement function, depending on the user input.  
Each cluster-head receives the information regarding the sensor topology of the network 
from the gateway node, and in turn distributes the received information to the leaf nodes 
that belong to cluster-head’s local sensor community.  The cluster-head sends the 
reference information (i.e., time history data for the correlation function, and trigger 
information for the random decrement function) to the leaf nodes in the local sensor 
community to process sensor data.  Unless the user requests that processed data (i.e., 
either correlation or random decrement function) be collected at the base station, the 
cluster-heads retain the processed data for further analysis (e.g., decentralized 
implementation of modal analysis and damage detection).  
 
(c) Collection of the correlation function: If the correlation function is specified to be the 
output of DecentralizedDataAggregation, the gateway node collects the processed data 
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from each local sensor community.  The processed data is transferred to the base station 
and saved to a user-defined output file.   
 
 
Figure 5.3 Flow of DecentralizedDataAggregation. 
 
5.1.3 Fault-tolerance feature 
SHM applications for the wireless sensor network should be able to appropriately handle failures 
that unexpectedly take place during operation.  Failures most often occur during wireless 
communication and sensing.  In particular, when the distance between nodes is long or the 
battery is low, communication failure is more likely to happen.  For a SHM application to be 
employed in a wireless sensor network for monitoring of full-scale civil structures, this issue 
should be appropriately addressed so that the application proceeds even when unexpected 
failures occur.   
In designing DecentralizedDataAggregation, fault-tolerance features are considered to 
improve reliability for full-scale implementations.  The objective of the fault-tolerance is to 
ensure DecentralizedDataAggregation will continue with the working sensor nodes.  Because the 
gateway node, which controls the flow of DecentralizedDataAggregation, should remain 
working throughout the operation, the gateway node removes failed cluster-heads from the 
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network and tries to find a new one.  The cluster-head can remove its leaf nodes in case of 
failures.  As such, failures are primarily handled in the node that resides in higher levels in the 
network hierarchy, removing failed nodes in lower levels.   
Examining the sensor network only with responsive nodes, a local sensor community is 
removed from the network if the conditions previously described are not met in the community.  
If a sensor node in the removed community is not contained in the other community, a command 
message is sent to the sensor node to have it sleep to conserve power.  The unresponsive node, if 
not in the sleep mode, will be put in the sleep mode when the Watchdog Timer service expires, 
which is used to prevent the sensor nodes from being left on, thus wasting battery power 
unnecessarily.  The flow of the fault-tolerance implemented in DecentralizedDataAggregation is 
summarized in Figure 5.4.    
The fault-tolerance feature of DecentralizedDataAggregation assures the application can 
proceed even with the failures from wireless communication, sensing, and unexpected sources, 
which are unavoidable in full-scale implementations.  
 
 
Figure 5.4 Fault-tolerance implementation. 
 
5.1.4 Interfaces for DecentralizedDataAggregation 
In a manner similar to that described in Chapter 3 for SensingUnit, DecentralizedData-
Aggregation can be used as a service component in developing SHM applications.  The locally 
processed data (i.e., correlation and random decrement function), the outcome of Decentralized-
DataAggregation, can be used in a higher level application.  The interface that Decentralized-
DataAggregation provides the following commands and event handlers.  
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DDAGateway: interface for gateway node 
o command setNExTParameters is used to provide parameters for correlation function 
estimation. 
o command setRDTParameters is used to provide parameters for random decrement 
function estimation. 
o command setSensorTopology configures sensor topology. 
o command startDDA allows DecentralizedDataAggregation to start the operation. 
o event handler done is triggered when the processed data is ready.  This event handler 
returns the cluster-head information that successfully finished estimating correlation 
functions. 
 
DDASensorNode: interface for cluster-head and leaf node 
o command clearState is used to free memory when data is no longer necessary. 
o event handler done is triggered when the correlation function is ready.  This event 
handler returns the correlation functions.  
 
Calling the commands either setNExTParameters or setRDTParameters, setSensorTopology 
and startDDA in this order, the cluster-heads each local sensor community will have the 
processed data.  An example application will be provided later in this chapter to illustrate the use 
of DecentralizedDataAggregation in application development.  
 
5.2 Running DecentralizedDataAggregation 
The following steps are required to run DecentralizedDataAggregation, as was the case for 
TestSensingUnit and IndependentProcessingPSD.  
 
Step 1: Preparation 
The first step is to compile and install the application.  Open a cygwin window and change the 
directory to where DecentralizedDataAggregation is located as: 
cd $SHMROOT/tools/DecentralizedDataAggregation 
Use a USB-MiniB cable to connect an Imote2 to the computer.  Run the following command to 
compile and install: 
make imote2 usbinstall 
This command will compile DecentralizedDataAggregation, and install the binary file on the 
connected Imote2.  Next, run the following command simply to install the binary file of 
DecentralizedDataAggregation on each subsequent Imote2: 
make imote2 usbreinstall 
Once installation is complete, run the following command in the cygwin window: 
autocomm –d COMy 
COMy represents the highest port listed in the Windows Device Manager.  By pressing the 
<Enter> key a couple of times, a BluSH prompt should appear.  If not, check the port number 
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used for COMy and the connection between the interface board and the computer.  Open another 
cygwin window, and type: 
autocomm –n –o out.txt COMx 
COMx is the second highest port listed in the Windows Device Manager.  This command will 
save the correlation functions to the output file out.txt.  
   
Step 2: Running DecentralizedDataAggregation 
Either SetDDANExTParameters or SetDDARDTParameters should be used at the BluSH prompt to 
provide necessary parameters for data processing. 
SetDDANExTParameters  nfft  navg  overlap  window  filter  normalize  
samplingRate  cutoff  refChannel  channelMask  saveData  saveCF  (Note: 
this command is all one line.) 
where 
o nfft is the number of FFT points 
o navg is the number of averaging windows 
o overlap is the number of overlapping points between consecutive spectral windows 
o window specifies the spectral window: 1 for Welch window, 2 for Hamming window, 
and 3 for Hanning window 
o filter specifies the use of low pass filters: 1 to apply, and 0 not to apply 
o normalize decides if the mean values of the measured data are subtracted: 1 to subtract, 
and 0 not to subtract 
o samplingRate is the sampling frequency in Hz 
o cutoff is the cutoff frequency for the low pass filter 
o refChannel is the channel number for the reference signal of the cluster-head used in 
estimating correlation functions 
o channelMask specifies sensing channels: 1 for channel 1, 12 for channels 1 and 2, and 
123 for channels 1, 2, and 3 
o saveData determines if the sensor data is collected at the base station for debugging 
purposes: 1 to collect, and 0 not to collect 
o saveCF determines if the correlation function is collected at the base station.  If the 
correlation function is desired to be used further in-network analysis, collection at the 
base station may not be desired.  Use 1 to collect, and 0 not to collect.  
 
SetDDARDTParameters  data_len  RDF_len  trig_level_a  trig_level_b 
samplingRate  refChannel  channelMask  saveData  saveRDF  (Note: this 
command must be all on one line.) 
where 
o data_len is the number of data points in a channel 
o RDF_len is the number of points in a random decrement function 
o trig_level_a is the lower bound of the trigger level 
o trig_level_b is the upper bound of the trigger level 
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o samplingRate, refChannel, channelMask, and  saveData are as described 
previously. 
o saveRDF determines if the random decrement function is collected at the base station.  
Use 1 to collect, and 0 not to collect. 
Once the data processing parameters are set, the SetDDASensorTopology command should be 
used to configure the sensor topology, i.e.:  
SetDDASensorTopology  <nodeId>  <nodeId>  ...  <nodeId>  0  <nodeId> 
<nodeId> ... <nodeId> 0 ... (Note: this command is all one line.) 
Setting the sensor topology using SetDDASensorTopology is the same as was done using 
SetSUSensorTopology, as previously described.  Another way to set the sensor topology is to call 
SetDDASensorTopology for each local sensor community, i.e.: 
SetDDASensorTopology <nodeId> <nodeId> ... <nodeId>  
SetDDASensorTopology <nodeId> <nodeId> ... <nodeId> 
 … 
SetDDASensorTopology <nodeId> <nodeId> ... <nodeId> 
For example, consider a sensor network that has the following topology: 
o Community 1 nodeIds: 21, 87, 32 
o Community 2 nodeIds: 51, 8, 21, 87 
o Community 3 nodeIds: 2, 112, 42 
where nodes 21, 51, and 2 are the cluster-heads for communities 1, 2, and 3, respectively.  Thus, 
the corresponding input command should be: 
SetDDASensorTopology 21 87 32 0 51 8 21 87 0 2 112 42 
or  
SetDDASensorTopology 21 87 32  
SetDDASensorTopology 51 8 21 87 
SetDDASensorTopology 2 112 42 
To start DecentralizedDataAggregation, input: 
StartDDA 
At the completion of DecentralizedDataAggregation, ‘(*) DDA finished at the base 
station’ should be seen in the cygwin window.  Figure 5.5 shows an example for running 
DecentralizedDataAggregation.   
Raw sensor and processed data are saved in the output file specified in the second cygwin 
window using the options saveData, saveCF,  and  saveRDF for the 
SetDDANExTParameters  and  SetDDARDTParameters commands.  The output file 
includes measured data from each node and processed data from each local sensor community as 
shown in Figure 5.6.  If “.m” is appended to the name, then these files can be run directly in 
MATLAB, resulting in variables in the workspace of the form x[nodeId] for measured data, 
Rxy[nodeId] for correlation functions, and Dxy[nodeId] for random decrement 
functions.  For example: 
o x69 is a matrix with the measured data from node 69. 
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o Rxy69 is a matrix with the correlation functions from the community for which node 69 
is the cluster-head. 
o Dxy69 is a matrix with the random decrement functions from the community for which 
node 69 is the cluster-head. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Input commands in the gateway node for DecentralizedDataAggregation. 
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Figure 5.6 Example output file of DecentralizedDataAggregation. 
 
5.3 Example using DecentralizedDataAggregation 
DecentralizedSysID, an example application that uses DecentralizedDataAggregation, is 
developed for modal analysis using NExT (James et al. 1993) in conjunction with ERA (Juang 
and Pappa 1985).  Figure 5.7 shows the network-wide flow of DecentralizedSysID.  When the 
start command is called, DecentralizedDataAggregation processes sensor data on the Imote2 
sensor nodes to estimate the correlation function.  The gateway node delivers parameters for the 
ERA calculation so that the cluster-heads can identify the modal properties with the received 
parameters.  RemoteCommand is used for the gateway node to request and receive the identified 
modal properties from the cluster-heads.   
Although the network topology used in DecentralizedDataAggregation (see Figure 5.2) 
is different from that of IndependentProcessingPSD (see Figure 1.1b), the implementation of 
DecentralizedSysID is quite similar to IndependentProcessingPSD.  Once DecentralizedData-
Aggregation finishes estimating correlation functions, the leaf nodes do not participate in the 
operation; only cluster-heads are supposed to incorporate with the gateway node.  Thus, the new 
network topology can be represented by links between the gateway node and cluster-heads that 
are equivalent to the network topology of IndependentProcessingPSD.  Sending parameters 
necessary for computation and collecting the results are the common tasks in DecentralizedSysID 
and IndependentProcessingPSD.  As a result, the implementations are quite similar as can be 
seen by comparing the application flows shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 5.7.   
%Time History Data 
x69=[  
13837  20271 
13837  20271 
13838  20272 
  ⁞    ⁞ 
13836  20276 
]; 
%Time History Data 
x39=[  
13814  21497 
13812  21498 
13812  21502 
  ⁞    ⁞ 
13809  21496 
]; 
%CFE: cluster‐head 69 
  %node: 69,ch:1  %node: 69,ch:3  %node: 39,ch:1  %node: 39,ch:3 
Rxy69=[ 
  6.19997626e‐01  4.30631513e+00  4.23836029e‐02  6.82955712e‐01 
  5.12753638e‐01  3.06439151e+00  1.90794679e‐02  6.17799897e‐01 
  3.76651171e‐01  1.36226064e+00  9.23906115e‐02  4.13684798e‐01 
  ⁞    ⁞  ⁞  ⁞ 
3.80944256e‐01  1.39077845e+00  1.24120981e‐01  3.89017034e‐01 
]; 
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This section describes the implementation of DecentralizedSysID in detail and how to run 
the application.  
 
 
Figure 5.7 Flow of DecentralizedSysID. 
 
5.3.1 Implementation of DecentralizedSysID 
DecentralizedSysID is located in the directory $SHMROOT/tools/DecentralizedSysID with the 
following files.  
o DecentralizedSysID.nc: configuration file 
o DSIGatewayM.nc: module file for a gateway node 
o DSILeafM.nc: module file for a leaf node 
o DecentralizedSysID.h: header file 
o Makefile: rules that nesC compiler uses 
o README.TXT: documentation 
Because DecentralizedSysID has a quite similar structure to IndependentProcessingPSD, 
implementations of both applications share many common aspects such as BluSH, 
RemoteCommand, numerical routines (i.e., PSD calculation and ERA) and control flow; this 
section will focus on the use of DecentralizedDataAggregation in DecentralizedSysID.  
 
DISABLED
DDA
SEND
PRINT
Start command called.
Finished.
ERA conducted.
ERA results sent
DDA
REC
SENDERA
Finished.
Gateway node Cluster head
RemoteCommand
RemoteCommand
Timer expired.
ERAREC
ERA parameters sent.
Responsive nodes updated.
ERA results received.
Print PSD.
More 
Cluster 
heads?
ERACALC
Correlation function 
estimation finished
ERA parameters received.
Decentralized‐
DataAggregation
Decentralized‐
DataAggregation
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Configuration 
DecentralizedDataAggregation is placed in the component list, and the interfaces provided by 
DecentralizedDataAggregation are wired in the configuration file as shown Figure 5.8.  
 
 
Figure 5.8 Configuration. 
 
Module: DSIGatewayM 
DecentralizedDataAggregation provides two interfaces: (1) DDAGateway for a gateway node, 
and (2) DDASensorNode for a cluster-head and leaf node.  Thus, DSIGatewayM uses 
DDAGateway, for which the commands (i.e., setNExTParameters, setRDTParameters, 
setSensorTopology, and startDDA) can be called and the event handler (i.e., done) should be 
implemented.  The commands and event handler associated with the control flow for 
DSIGatewayM are as follows. 
(1) setNExTParameters and setSensorTopology are used in the BluSH interface as in 
IndependentProcessingPSD to set up the necessary parameters and sensor topology as 
shown in Figure 5.9.   
(2) startDDA is called to start DecentralizedDataAggregation (see Figure 5.9). 
(3) At the completion of correlation function estimation, event handler done is triggered, in 
which EraCommand, an instance of RemoteCommand, is used to send parameters for 
ERA computation to the cluster-heads (see Figure 5.10).  
 
implementation 
{ 
components Main, 
DSIGatewayM as gateway, 
DSISensorNodeM as sensornode, 
DecentralizedDataAggregation, 
// component list code omitted for brevity  
 
gateway.DDAGateway ‐> DecentralizedDataAggregation; 
sensornode.DDASensorNode ‐> DecentralizedDataAggregation; 
// wiring interfaces code omitted for brevity 
} 
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Figure 5.9 Use of DecentralizedDataAggregation’s commands in DSIGatewayM.nc.  
 
 
Figure 5.10 Implementation of DecentralizedDataAggregation’s event handlers  
in DSIGatewayM.nc. 
 
Module: DSISensorNodeM 
DSISensorNodeM provides the implementation code for cluster-heads and leaf nodes.  After 
DecentralizedDataAggregation finishes correlation function estimation, the cluster-heads waits 
for ERA parameters from the gateway node to continue to estimate modal properties of local 
sensor communities using ERA, while the leaf nodes reset and do not participate in further 
operation.  DSISensorNodeM should implement the event handler done of DDASensorNode as 
shown in Figure 5.11.  Herein, the cluster-heads possess the correlation functions that will be 
used in ERA.  
 
event result_t DDAGateway.done(result_t res, uint16_t *headAddr, uint8_t ngrp)  
{ 
  // code omitted for brevity 
call EraCommand.executeCommand(targets,tcount,&eramsg,sizeof(eraMessage)); 
return success; 
} 
command BluSH_result_t SetDSISensorTopology.callApp(char *cmdBuff, uint8_t cmdLen,
                                                 char *resBuff, uint8_t resLen) 
{ 
  // code omitted for brevity 
  call DDAGateway.setSensorTopology(nodes, nnodes); 
  // code omitted for brevity 
} 
 
command BluSH_result_t SetDSIParameters.callApp(char *cmdBuff, uint8_t cmdLen,  
                                             char *resBuff, uint8_t resLen) 
{ 
  // code omitted for brevity 
  if (call DDAGateway.setNExTParameters(nfft, numAvg, overlap, windowOption, 
      filter, normalize, samplingRate, cutoffFrequency, ref_ch, 
channelMask, 0, 0) != SUCCESS) 
  trace(DBG_USR1, "Error: setting parameters failed\r\n"); 
  return BLUSH_SUCCESS_DONE; 
} 
 
command BluSH_result_t StartDSI.callApp(char *cmdBuff, uint8_t cmdLen,  
                                        char *resBuff, uint8_t resLen) 
{ 
  // code omitted for brevity 
  state = DDA; 
  call DDAGateway.startDDA(); 
  return BLUSH_SUCCESS_DONE; 
} 
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Figure 5.11 Event handler ‘done’ in DSISensorNodeM.nc. 
 
This section provided an overview of the use of DecentralizedDataAggregation in 
DecentralizedSysID.  The DecentralizedDataAggregation commands and event handlers allow 
the sensor network to coordinate the local data processing.  The next section illustrates 
installation and operation of DecentralizedSysID.  
 
5.3.2 Running DecentralizedSysID 
The Procedure to run DecentralizedSysID is comprised of the following two steps. 
 
Step 1: Preparation 
The first step is to compile and install the application.  Open a cygwin window and change the 
directory to where DecentralizedSysID is located as: 
cd $SHMROOT/tools/DecentralizedSysID 
Use a USB-MiniB cable to connect an Imote2 to the computer.  Run the following command to 
compile and install: 
make imote2 usbinstall 
This command will compile DecentralizedSysID, and install the binary file on the connected 
Imote2.  Next, run the following command simply to install the binary file of 
DecentralizedSysID on each subsequent Imote2: 
make imote2 usbreinstall 
Once installation is complete, run the following command in the cygwin window: 
autocomm –d COMy 
event result_t DDASensorNode.done(result_t success,procdata *cf0,uint8_t ncf0)
{ 
  if (success != SUCCESS) { 
    trace(DBG_USR1, "ERROR in DecentralizedDataAggregation\r\n"); 
    resetMe(); return FAIL; 
  } else if (state != DDA) { 
    trace(DBG_USR1, "ERROR: unexpected state (%u)\r\n",state); 
    resetMe(); return FAIL; 
  } else { 
    if (cf0 != NULL) { // cluster‐head 
      cf = cf0; 
      ncf = ncf0; 
      state = REC; 
      trace(DBG_USR1, "waiting for ERA parameters...\r\n"); 
    } else { // leaf node 
      resetMe(); 
    } 
    return SUCCESS; 
  } 
} 
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COMy represents the highest port listed in the Windows Device Manager.  By pressing the 
<Enter> key a couple of times, a BluSH prompt should appear.  If not, check the port number 
used for COMy and the connection between the interface board and the computer.  Open another 
cygwin window, and type: 
autocomm –n –o out.txt COMx 
COMy is the second highest port listed in the Windows Device Manager.  This command will 
save the correlation functions to the output file out.txt.  
 
Step 2: Running DecentralizedSysID 
Input the following commands at the BluSH prompt: 
SetDSIParameters  nfft  navg  overlap  window  filter  normalize  
samplingRate cutoff refChannel channelMask cut ncols nrows  (Note: 
this command is all one line.) 
where 
o nfft, navg, overlap, window, filter, normalize, samplingRate, cutoff, 
refChannel, and channelMask are described in DecentralizedDAtaAggregation. 
o cut is the number of singular values to be retained. 
o ncols is the number of columns in the Hankel matrix. 
o nrows is the number of rows in the Hankel matrix. 
After the message ‘(*) User‐defined parameters are set.’ is shown in the cygwin 
window, input: 
SetDSISensorTopology  <nodeId>  <nodeId>  ...  <nodeId>  0  <nodeId> 
<nodeId> ... <nodeId> 0 ... (Note: this command is all one line.) 
The sensor topology can be configured as the same way in DecentralizedDataAggregation.  
After the message ‘(*) Ready for start’ is prompted in the cygwin window, input: 
StartDSI 
An example of the output of DecentralizedSysID is shown in Figure 5.12.  The estimated modal 
properties collected at the base station are saved in a user-specified output file.  
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Figure 5.12 Input commands in the gateway node for DecentralizedSysID. 
 
5.4 Summary 
DecentralizedDataAggregation, developed for local data processing in the decentralized 
hierarchical network, was presented as an implementation of the coordinated processing scheme.  
Important design considerations, including the network topology, network-wide control flow and 
timing, and fault-tolerance features, were illustrated.  DecentralizedDataAggregation was used 
to develop the example application, DecentralizedSysID, which estimates modal properties in 
each sensor community using NExT/ERA.   
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Chapter 6  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
This report has presented the implementation of decentralized data aggregation approaches for 
the wireless smart sensor networks (WSSN) employing MEMSIC’s Imote2 platform.  The 
ISHMP Services Toolsuite (http://shm.cs.uiuc.edu/) has been shown to provide a versatile 
programming environment in which structural health monitoring applications are efficiently 
developed.  The WSSN applications for the decentralized data aggregation developed in this 
report include: 
 
o SensingUnit: a service component that performs synchronized or unsynchronized sensing 
o TestSensingUnit: an example application, designed to show how to use SensingUnit (this 
simple application can be served as a starting point in developing WSSN applications)  
o IndependentProcessingPSD: an implementation of the independent processing that 
estimate the PSD (this application is developed based on TestSensingUnit) 
o DecentralizedDataAggregation: an application that estimates the correlation functions in 
the decentralized hierarchical network  
o DecentralizedSysID: an implementation of modal analysis employing NExT/ERA 
 
These applications are specifically designed to be used for full-scale monitoring of civil 
infrastructure and provide programming exemplars for those who would like to develop their 
own WSSN applications using the ISHMP Services Toolsuite.   
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Appendix A  
 
RemoteCommand 
 
 
RemoteCommand developed by K. Mechitov provides an efficient means for the nodes to 
interact with each other to collaboratively conduct a certain task.  RemoteCommand provides a 
fault tolerant and efficient implementation of Remote Method Invocation (RMI) (Waldo 1998) 
for the ISHMP Services Toolsuite.  The most common pattern in WSSN applications is that a 
node (let say master node) sends a command message to other nodes (slave node) that in turn 
perform a task (e.g., time synchronization, sensing, or data processing) and optionally returns 
results to the master node.  RemoteCommand, well-suited to the process, can significantly reduce 
the programming effort by taking advantage of the unique features offered by RemoteCommand.  
This appendix outlines it.     
 The interface of RemoteCommand provides several commands and event handlers.  The 
commands are supposed to be called for a specific purpose in a WSSN application that uses 
RemoteCommand, and the event handler is to be triggered when a certain event happens.  
Commands and event handlers provided by RemoteCommand are: 
 
o command registerCommand is used to register a command, specifying initialization 
parameters. 
o command unregisterCommand unregisters the command.  
o command executeCommand is called by the master node, sending a command message 
to the slave nodes.  
o command executionDone is called by the slave nodes when the designated tasks are done.  
o command stopCommand is to stop the command. 
o event handler blushCommandCalled is triggered when a BluSH command is called. 
o event handler commandSent is triggered in the master node when the command message 
is successfully delivered to the slave nodes.  
o event handler responseSent is triggered in the slave nodes when data is successfully sent 
back to the master node.  
o event handler commandExecuted is triggered in both the master and slave nodes when 
the command executionDone is called.  
 
Closely related to each other, the commands and event handlers should be used in a correct order 
and timing.  Figure A.1 shows the control flow of RemoteCommand.   
 
(1) registerCommand is called in the slave nodes to initialize the RemoteCommand.   
o The start function that runs when a command message is received should be specified.   
o Whether data is returned after executing the command or not should be determined. 
(2) Calling executeCommand in the master node, a command message, possibly parameters 
for the task of the slave node, is sent.  
(3) When the message is sent:  
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o commandSent is triggered in the master node, and the start function runs in the slave 
nodes.  If no return data is specified, commandExecuted is triggered as well.   
o The start function is used to conduct the task of the slave nodes (e.g., time 
synchronization, sensing, or data processing). 
(4) When the task is finished, the slave nodes should call executionDone.  Data is sent to the 
master node if requested to do so.   
(5) When the data is sent: 
o commandExecuted is triggered in the master node.   
o responseSent is triggered in the slave nodes. 
 
 
Figure A.1 Flow of RemoteCommand. 
 
RemoteCommand is useful for the following examples. 
 
(1) The gateway node sends parameters for sensing, and the leaf nodes start sensing when 
receiving the parameters. 
(2) After sensing, the gateway node sends an acknowledgement, and the leaf nodes send 
sensor data when receiving the acknowledgement.  
(3) The gateway node sends parameters for the power spectral density (PSD) estimation, and 
the leaf nodes start calculation when receiving the parameters. 
executeCommand
Master node Slave node
command message
data
registerCommand 
(start function)
start functioncommandSent
commandExecuted
executionDone
responseSent
•Triggered when sent message. •Triggered when received message..
•call executionDone when   done with 
required tasks .
•Call executeCommand when ready.
•Send command message
•Triggered when sent data.•Triggered when received data or after 
commandSent if no return data.
Command
Command
Command
Event handler
Event handler Event handler
Function
…
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(4) After the calculation, the gateway node sends an acknowledgement, and the leaf nodes 
send the calculated PSD when receiving the acknowledgement.  
 
These four different tasks fundamentally have the same structure from the programming point of 
view, in that one node (master node) sends a command message (e.g., sensing parameters or 
acknowledgement) and the other node (slave node) starts a designated task when it receives the 
command message.  RemoteCommand is well-suited to carry the tasks that have this type of 
structure, allowing the four different tasks to be implemented in a straightforward manner.    
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